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The World No.1

Smart Film Manufacturer
Switchable PDLC Film / Glass / Adhesive Film

DMDisplay

DMDISPLAY is the world leading switchable film and glass manufacturer which is one of the oldest companies in
PDLC industry. Since DMDISPLAY was established in 1998, we have never stopped investing on R&D facility and
new films to further enhance stability and quality. Currently, we export our products to more than 40 countries
through our valuable partners and distributors.

WHY DMDisplay?
Highest Quality and Durability
DMDisplay products have been already qualified and successfully being used by numerous global companies
such as auto makers, train and electronics companies as well as government organizations. The accumulated
know-hows for many years have resolved any possible durability issue which cannot be proven by a new player
in the market.

The Biggest Capacity
DMDislay is the only PDLC manufacturer which has two PDLC coating lines, which can lead the biggest capacity
and meet the requests of mass production on time.

The Most Various Kinds of PDLC Products
DMDisplay currently provides Smart Film, Smart Glass, Smart SF(Self-adhesive Film) and Super Clear Film &
Glass with different colors as well as Smart Energy Film and Smart Heating Film that will be launched soon.
DMDisplay will provide more PDLC products according to customer’s demands.

Shorter Lead Time
It becomes more and more important to deliver the product to our customers within shorter period as the market
size expands. The biggest coating facilities, short turnover and flexible production system makes DMDisplay
supply products to our customers faster than any other company.

Better Customer Service
The accumulated know-hows for 16 years meet the specified requests from many customers.
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Smart Film
DMDisplay Smart Film is the original PDLC (Switchable) film which is usually used to make Smart Glass
(Switchable Glass) as laminating it in between a pair of glass. It has two main functions: 1) On(Transparent) /
Off(Opaque), and 2) Rear screen display.
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Power ON : By changing the

Self-adhesive Film(SF)

orientation of the liquid crystal
molecules with electric field, it is
possible to vary the intensity of
transmitted light.

Power OFF : As liquid crystal

molecules are randomly orientated,
restricting lights from passing
through.

Smart Self-adhesive Film has a special adhesive film laminated on one side of the Smart Film. It can be easily
applied to an existing glass when a customer does not want to replace the glass. The basic function of Selfadhesive film is exactly same as Smart Film and Smart Glass.

Smart Super Clear Film (SCF)
Smart Super Clear Film is a new type of PDLC product. It has
better transparency ha normal film enables you to have better
view at ON(Transparent) status while its OFF(Opaqueness) is
lower to allow users to keep a certain view for safety and to
avoid cramped feeling. It is expected to be applied to car, train
windows and exterior windows.

Smart Glass
Smart Glass consists of a pair of glass, two panels of interlayer films and the DMDisplay Smart Film. Smart
Glass is widely applied to new building and renovation projects instead of a normal glass. This laminated glass
provides immense strength that won’t shatter when damaged so it can be used as a safety glass as well.
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Applications
ENDLESS
POSSIBILITIES:
Privacy,
partitioning,
heat management,
display advertising

Hotel & Residential

Office & Conference center

DMDisplay Smart Glass and Film offer a
clear and modern solution for privacy in
bathrooms, kitchens, room partitions,
windows and skylights with a simple
ON – OFF mode switches the glass from
being clear (transparent) to frosted
(opaque). They can create a sense of
space and bring a feeling of exclusivity
as w e ll as h i g h - e n d t e ch n o l o g y.
Furthermore, DMDisplay Smart glass and
film also control over the amount of heat
and light that enters a space and they
can block more than 98% of UV which is
harmful to body.

The Privacy and soundproof are two
essential requirements in any office
and conference center for now. We are
sure that DMDisplay Smart glass and
film are the best solution for office and
conference center acts as an electronic
blind providing privacy and security for
any glass, window or partition.

Automotive & Train
DMDisplay Super clear film is an
ideal solution for automobile, train,
yachts and any other transportation
application where heat and privacy
control is desired. For the Smar t
window of train, it not only used for
protecting the privacy of residents in
an area where the train pass through
but also satisfy the privacy protection
demand from clients inside.

Display
DMDisplay Smart Glass and Film can
be used for storefront advertising,
utilizing rear projection. Or, take it one
step further and create eye-catching
patterning and motion sense effects or
touch screen interactive experiences
with program system.

Electronics
DMDisplay currently provides many
films for several global electronics
companies successfully. We also
cooperate with them to develop new
PDLC products customized for their own
applications.

Specifications
Magic Film, Magic Self-adhesive Film and Magic Super Clear Film
Description

Milky White

Gray

Super Clear Film (Standard1): Dark Gray)

Color
Operation
Mode

Power On

Transparent

Power Off

Opaque
1500mm(Width) X 3200mm(Length2))

Size
Thickness
Optical

80±1%

69±1%

Dark Gray: 50±1% (Actual No.: 84±1%)

Transmittance (Off mode)

7.5±0.5%

15.5±0.5%

Dark Gray: 28±0.5%

Haze (On mode)

2.9±0.5%

3.2±0.5%

Dark Gray: 2.7±0.5% (Actual No.: 2.4±0.5%)

Approx. 150°

Approx. 165°

Operating Voltage

AC 110V, AC 65V

Frequency Range

50~60Hz

Power Consumption
Switching Speed

Environment

0.5mm, 0.35mm

Transmittance (On mode)

View angle

Electrical

0.5mm

Operating Temperature
UV Block

About 4W/㎡
Less than 1 second(Off -> On: 100milliseconds / On -> Off: 400milliseconds
- 25℃ to 85℃ (-13℉ to 185℉)
More than 98% (SF & MG)

※The contents of this catalog may be modified without prior notice to improve product performance.
※Actual color of the product may vary slightly due to the printing process.
1) Another color for SCF(Super Clear Film) is available when a certain amount of MOQ is guaranteed.
2) The length of the film can be longer according to a special order.

www.dmdisplay.com

CONTACT

FOLLOW US

info@dmdisplay.com
Tel. +82-2-598-5100 / Fax. +82-2-598-5101

youtube.com/dmdisplay

Seoul Office / Sales Division
6th FL., Blue Rabbit Bldg., 518-13, Dogok-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea

dmdisplay.tumblr.com

Factory / R&D
27 Dongtansandan 4-gil, Dongtan-myun, Hwasung-si, Gyunggi-do, Korea

facebook.com/dmdisplay
twitter.com/switchablefilm

